LUSTdamagemakers
screened
For normal people is it very difficult to understand, why
LUSTdamagemakers make damage: their sick brain rewards them for
just that abundantly. They want to get the flash of LUST. That is
driving them. It is just as sick as the activity of a LUSTmurderer.
Indeed, it´s the same brain-mechanism, working here, and it´s only a
small step for LUSTdamagemakers to become Lustmurderers.

LUSTdamagemakers and LUSTmurderers Bush (9/11) and Sorros arrested
The MainStreamMedia, controlled by the Huns, do not report,
afraid to accelerate the collaps of their deeply corrupt power system.

Our NEW WORLD ORDER,
that of normal people, and
NWO of the LUSTdamagemakers

Sadists: known that they exist
LUSTdamagemakers: not known that they exist
LUSTmurderers: known that they exist
LUSTdamagemakers are a big 4%- group of people between Sadists and LUSTmurderers.
LUSTdamagemakers hide their lust, when seeing and making damage, playing normal,
using pokerfaces, hiding their perversion to avoid punishment. They are dangerous guerrillas.

LUSTdamagemaker-science.jaaaa.net
LUSTdamagemakers-screened.jaaaa.net
deep-research-into-deep-state-LUSTdamagemakers-screened.jaaaa.net

The New World Order of the LUSTdamagemakers (LDM) does not come. It has been promoted by the
LUSTdamagemaker and LUSTmurderer and J.F.Kennedy-murderer and ex-president Bush senior, who
died short ago on the electric chair in USA because of the JFK-murder and other crimes. See truth unsealed .com
(MainStreamMedia(MSM), controlled by LDM, did not report. So, many people are unaware of that fact).
Why NWO of the LUSTdamagemakers does not come?
First, because science has understood and revealed 2017, just in time, the LUSTdamagemakerphenomenon as a result of an hereditary gene-defect, causing 2 brain deviations in the playing pranks
program, in the ppp-complex: 1. the ppp is running all the life of a hit person, does not stop at child age of
10, as normal. 2. the ppp-co-program <damage-limitation>, keeping the damage, made by pranks playing
children, within close limits, is damaged and does not run at all. So the hit (group of cooperating) persons
can make huge damages, typically without experiencing any concience, but big fun, covered up, not always
well enough. When watching a suspicious person carefully, especially the lips, you can see big lust waves
arriving, edges of the lips up, followed by immediate suppression, edges of the lips down. Iterating up and
down, up and down. Their concience vanished as result of the gene-defect. But they possess ratio: they try
to avoid punishment. So you can see these LDM-groups damaging society, while manipulating a lot to
obscure their guilt. They make it look like an accident. Or they organize a false flag operation. And they
work with Trojan Horses, leading the attacked societies into their traps.
Sadism is a well known phenomenon. Sadistic people experience and show pleasure, seeing a damage or
hearing of a damage, which has hit another person. Sadists don´t hide their pleasure. Unknown has been
until now that aside of them a much bigger group exists, experiencing still more damage pleasure, but
hiding it and going 2 steps farer: they produce damages to get the wanted lust waves (1.), and they
organize their damage activities in such a way, that they can harvest advantages and rewards, f.i. money,
f.i. more power. To plan and to realize damage activities costs time and money. When, in the end, they get
more money back, then they have earned something. If they get 10 times the money back, very often,
which they have invested, then they get rich. With tricks and traps they are organizing damages and they
are earning. On top of it they are getting their wanted long lasting lust waves, two until three days of intense
damage pleasure per damage case, a kind of being “high”, as result of the special brain structure they have
and as result of endomorphines, which their bodies produce and shed into the blood. Many of them are
enslaved by these endo-drugs and want to repeat and repeat the experience. That´s why they are looking
around for opportunities to make more damage. Their main drive was and is pleasure gain. However people,
seeing their manipulations and as result their money gain, knowing nothing of their hidden pleasure gain, stay
thinking, that their main drive is money, money, money. But they are wrong. They didn´t look deep enough.
Earning a lot by tricky manipulations with only small costs delivers extra fun for LDM. So, the hereditarily
burdened damage pleasure seeking persons are born deceivers. Cooperating in groups they build
networks. Business-networks with double bottom. Groups can obscure preparations for a fishing trip better,
and can also darken the guilt better, when the prey is on land. The cheated people are groping in the dark.
Or – still smarter – for a longer period don´t notice the damage at all. (the RoRo-bankers, all

LUSTdamagemakers, succeeded to reach that for decennia by manipulating the money-system). A mixture
of damage without culprits and getting always poorer without knowing, why: that is the situation of
complete corruption, produced by experienced LUSTdamagemakers.
The people feel: “somewhere are preditors!” But when a guerrilla-preditor is just in front of them, then they
think: “That is the kind neighbour” or “ that is the well known specialist from XYZ”. Or: “that is my doctor,
doing his very best to cure my disease”

That an expert specialist can be also an expert deceiver did not enter in their awareness until now. That
does not belong to their think patterns. So deceivers often are playing their vicious pranks “on a higher
level of expertise” , where they have few spectators and therefore a lot of freedom. People didn´t know.
People didn´t guess. An exception is meanwhile the expertise of the bankers, the jugglers with money.
Over them and their money creation out of nothing is talked a lot, and is written a lot. See f.i. the book
“Follow the Money”. That is why bankers now are said to be an important cause of losses by
corruption. That´s right. They are. That the hereditarily burdened deceivers and LUSTdamagemakers,
who cannot be recognized from the outside, are also present in all academic professions, people have
still to learn. Present f.i. under doctors, therapists in medicine (directly dangerous, with great numbers
of victims, killed or severely damaged, wrakked for life, powerfull groups of LDM-doctors, controlling
the “school-medicine”, giving her a false direction, treatment of symptoms, not restoring health, but
generating time-delayed new disorders in the future, in cooperation with the pill-industry, with the
pharmacy in the hands of LDM-people. Calculated, willingly. In cooperation with the factories,
producing harmfull vaccines, f.i. the BMR-vaccine, a triple vaccine with willingly added composits to
damage the brain, having converted millions of healthy children in brain-damaged children with
autism-disorder. Calculated, deceitfully, willingly. With all kinds of manipulations to hide the damage
before the public in order to generate more victims. See videos, trying to make public the big cheat of
LDM-doctor-powergroups. As long as the LUSTdamagemaker-phenomenon is so little known as today,
the white collar criminals with LDM-background have the chance to go on and to enjoy. See the photos
of main culprits with sparkling pleasure, short-time-eruptions between pokerface-masks).
LDM-people are also present in science professions, in all and everything, what is important to get and
hold influence and control. Technology is important to hold people dependant on the
LUSTdamagemaker-community, controlling big parts of heavy industry, oil- and energy-industry, carindustry, building-construction-industry, and alltimes more the food-factories and the food-distribution.
They use big money in their function as bankers, their first bussiness, as lever to buy and conquer more
of that all. Innovations mustn´t come and free the citizens of their doninance on these fields. So the
technology-sector has to be controlled, the TU´s have to be controlled. It mustn´t happen, that an
innovation gives people really cheap or even free energy and independence from the oil-industry and
from the bankers. It must not happen, that an innovative surprise solution to build demountably and
much faster enters the huge building construction market. See www.H.jaaaa.net . Suppression of such
innovations is a permanent task of control groups in TU´s, led by a commando-staff in het Zionistcenter BIS-Bank in Basel, as made known by an ex-insider there. The BIS-Bank of RothschildRockefeller is the warship center of the organized LUSTdamagemaker-community for the globe. And
normal people don´t know.
Thus: deceit on big scale in TUs, on all levels of expertise, is nothing special.
Deceit in politics, in the parliaments, where many experts have a chair, is nothing special also.

Short repetition: The LUSTdamagemakers go steps farer than Sadists: they produce the damages, step 1,
and enjoy them, step 2. Just the same as pranks playing children, disturbing a neighbor by pushing his
doorbell and enjoying his anger, after having hurried to his door, finding nobody. The difference: 1. the
LUSTdamagemakers are adult persons with mental and muscel powers of adults, making 2. huge
damages, and in most cases now 3. indirectly, while hiding in the scenes to avoid punishment.

Point 3 is dependent on the power situation: where they have (had in history) the power to damage without
punishment, they do /did so en enjoy(ed) it and show(ed) their lust openly. In the periode 376 nC until 451
nC a Khasarian army on horses, having invaded Europe, was unbeatable. Without punishment they could
do what they wanted, and they showed to be people with the gene-defect, damaging, hurting, killing
endlessly, while showing their fun openly. Soon they were known as the devils (in the language of that time
the Huns. Hun = Devil. Their king Attila, the Hun, has found his place in all books of history because of the
extent of his blood shedding and cruelty).
One of the favorite pranks and damage games of lust-damagemakers in power positions today is to
sabotate innovations with possible advantage for society in the range of billions or even trillions of Euro. A
lot of great innovations vanished, many without any traces, some however with known traces, giving the
awaken society hints to start projects to reanimate them. Typically TUs of today, which could reanimate,
refuse to do so. Instead they declare: “Nothing vanished! We don´t waste our time with complot-theories!”.
Typical Big-Brother-talk! TUs are controlled by the organised LUSTdamagemaker-society, bankers, oilindustry, BIS-Bank in Basel, BB, with enormous amounts of money and power. But the situation is about to
change. We shall get back the vanished clean energy-technologies of Nicola Tesla and Stanley Meyer, now
replaced by the giantly polluting oil-industry of LDM-corporations, with big profits for BB, a typical BBproject: damage for the people, lust (covered up) and big money for the LDM-society, the RoRo-Zionists,
the Hun-population worldwide, many millions of people (but small, compared with 7 billion world-citizens).
We also shall get back the vanished Roswell-UFO-Technology, since 1957 in the hands of the lieing and obscuring
RoRo-LDM-group (wheather-baloons!), and now, after the big shifts in USA, officially also in possess of the USPentagon.
Why NWO of LDM does not come?
Second, because of the successful revolt of the US-citizens. In the elections 2017 they voted for Donald
Trump with normal ppp-program and not for Hillary Clinton with inherited damaged, not running ppp-coprogram and therefore a driven LUSTdamagemaker, supporting killergroups as ISIS /IS. Often she was
seen during child-trafficking events with lustmurder on weak children. In dribs and drabs the blood smeared
face of LDM is getting known to the public.
The RoRo-killer-games as 9/11 and IS attributed to the political shift in USA. The RoRo-killer-games in Europe
as MH17 (see new video, a large number of proved falsifications by the official JIT-researchers, now refusing to
answer questions) and RoRo-killer-activities in senior flats in NL and elsewhere via 5G-radiation from antennas,
hidden in appartment walls, will attribute to the political shift in Europe. And Marrakesh, and the vane try to put
through 5G in all the country: criminal projects, the one crazier than the other.

Child happy, saved from Lustmurderer Billionair Sorros (Schwarz his real name) by special forces of Trump.

Killer-Antennes, hidden behind the white stripe, build in by LUSTmurderers in Woning Corporation in a senioren-flat. Several
healthy seniors were killed in slow motion within some weeks simultanously by damaging radiation. Corporation refused to
explain the nature of the installation and hides behind LDM-police and LDM-judges. A killer-cartel.

Science has revealed the LDM-phenomenon. The facts are confirming the description of science
massively. The guerrilla game of the LDM-groups fails in USA, and in Europe it begins to fail. See the
election successes of FvD in NL, becoming the biggest party in parliament fromout nothing. Opposition
against the party cartel, LDM-controlled, is the all-important background. Describing the CO2-game of LDM
as a farce. What it is. Revealing more and more lies of gaming cartel-politicians. Revealing their ongoing
exchange game, replacing the strong native populations of European countries by weak Islam populations
from Middle East and from IQ70-Afrika still more than today, step by step. Salami-strategy. Revealing their
vaccination game, trying to reach 100% vaccination density of jong children with manipulated vaccines,
producing infertility of the children, when adult, a new kind of their depopulation game, pure genocide.
Without concience, LUSTdamagemakers, developing through, becoming LUSTmurderers, can joyfully
manage criminal projects, normal people can not even think of.
Big resistance is coming against their try to install a large and dense 5G-network, giving them the opportunity to
control everybody everywhere from behind a computer, shooting damaging 5G-waves into the brains of targeted
people. Via computer-button! “Small 5G-cells”, f.i. hidden in a bus-stations, will make it possible. Our prediction:
by announcing this they went a step too far. They will be washed away now in new elections.They will loose
power and control. The people is a sleeping giant, weak, when sleeping, strong, when awaken.

The LDM-groups are using already conquered control-fields as lever to conquer more. They are using the
pharmacy industry and the schoolmedicine (about 25% of the doctors are disguised LUSTdamagemakers)
and alltimes again the money-system, to make more and bigger damage and to conquer more big values.
Here, via the vaccination project, they want to conquer our land, depopulated European countries without
people, to inhabit it as their home land: the old dream of their king of the past, David Rockefeller.

Depopulation by the plaque in ancient times, and depopulation by the RoRo-LDM-group: how similar!
Is the RoRo-Maffia without conscience the plaque of today?
The bacteria-plaque is completely defeated. What is the fate of the RoRo-plaque going to be?
The normal population has been weak in the past. The population is weak now. We have to see this clearly.
But will it be weak in the future?
The small LDM-population on the planet is weak because of its gene-defect. Its “success” in respect to
money and power was only possible, because the normal population, not aware of the guerrilla enemy –
sleeping -- was at that time still weaker. But that is changing. Look into the social media. The giant can
wake up. He is waking up in steps. The potential to develop is the deciding factor now. How will the normal
population use the knowledge tool, created by science? Do groups in the normal population, able to use
the tool, grow fast enough to defeat the LUSTdamagemakers in time? That´s the question. We do think:
yes. In order to support the process we organize recognition lessons, interpreting photos of culprits in state
1. poker face, and in state 2. `high-state`, with overflowing fun, pleasure, lust, openly shown. See example1
the LDM-persons H and R.
In stead of the New World Order of the LUSTdamagemakers (LDM)
the New World Order of normal people is coming. John F. Kennedy sen. in our mind, John F. Kennedy jun.
between us, we march foreward. Each world-citizen will be harvesting the benefits, produced by great
innovations, those coming and those vanished and reanimated. Enough cheap clean energy for everybody,
everyone living in a solid house, food enough, no hunger, no starvation, knowing about the secrets of
health, discovered by scientists. The cheating LDM-schoolmedicine crashed. All innovations will be
protected by the WorldPatentOffice WPO, controlled with the EEG-based Memory-Test against infiltration
of LDM. This test, www.memory-test.jaaaa.net , is an innovation, created by David Lykken, Professor of
Psychology in California. This test is able to discover all LDM-people. Second, they can be unmasked by a
DNA-test, finding the damaged gene. Third, they can be unmasked by a simple blood-test. Read
www.wpa.jaaaa.net /www.weltpatentamt.jaaaa.net to discover, why the WPA has been founded: in
opposition to open extreme deceit in regional patent-offices, especially the European Patent Office, as
soon, as the economic interests of the RoRo-LDM-group are touched. The top of the EPA has been
conquered via infiltration by RoRo-Maffia, misusing the power to establish economic dominance via fraud.
Unbelievable brutal, unbelievable dull and crazy. It´s just as if they want to go to jail. These crazy LDMpeople must be stopped.
We have done a first step by founding the WPA /WPO, standing on top of the hierachy. One planet, one
Patent Office, all regional patent offices branches of the WPO. Part of our NWO. The RoRo-LDM-people in
the branches have still to learn, what the will of the world-society is. They have to step aside. They have to
be cured to free them from the strong desire to play malicious pranks. There is no chance that all of them
will come and declare: “Yes, we want!” Some well. We know already people wanting to be free from the
drive to look constantly for victims, for weak people, which they can damage. Most of the LDM-people have
to be helped by a bit of force. Programmed automates cannot be changed by talk. That´s the reality! We
need laws and police.
Do you have an idea, where the LDM-people came from earlier? Research in history has revealed, that
most of them are descendants of the Khasarian Huns, now spread all over the world, having infiltrated
Europe as guerillas under false name and then the New World, Amerika. The gene-defect in their DNAbaggage is producing the effects seen. Driven busy with damage games and murder games, in Attila´s time
and now, is child-trafficking in hidden places their most perverse and repulsive activity today. George
Sorros alias Georg Schwarz, billionair and star of the Zionist community, in march 2019 arrested, was
unmasked as LUSTmurderer, torturing and killing for fun each week a child in his castle in Switzerland. See
www.fotos-gitmo.jaaaa.net, photos 1 and 7. That gives us an idea, what the NWO of the LUSTdamagemakers was going to be after the establishment of their dictatorship, based on money power,
economic power and political power. 80% of these 3 big levers for their dictatorship are present now, or
more. We have to dismantle their networks, we habe to make openly known each of the culprits, we have
to smash their power to get our freedom back. Science, giving us knowledge over these dangerous people
with guerrilla-strategy, is our lever to free us.

The New World Order of normal people is cultivating innovations and is celebrating innovators. Just the
opposite of what the LDM-automates have been doing until now.
In earlier times the nations have been weak, suffering a lot. The plaque depopulated whole countries for
80%. Then science showed up, found the culprit in guerrilla-clothes, a bacteria, and defeated it totally.
Today the nations, strong in relation to bacterias, are weak in relation to a new kind of enemy. They have
suffered a lot under the attacks of a new army in guerrilla-clothes, the army of the LUSTdamagemakers for
more than 100 years with WW1 and WW2 and more war-games, now Middle-East, secretely ignited by the
warship center of the Huns inside the BIS-Bank in Basel, alltimes using their silently working lever: Big
Money, for the preparations. The nations are groping in the dark in respect to the culprits, being between
them. Again science shows up, unmasks the culprits, the LDM-gamers, „deep state“, a group of driven
automates, forced to make damages, forced by a gene-defect. They have no choice. They have to. We
start helping them to change their behaviour. We cure their playing pranks – ppp - program, making it
silent, so as it should be in adult persons. Then their ppp-program does not attack them any longer from
within with the effect, that they attack us, thereby using guerrilla-strategy, with 1000 tricks. After the cure,
their drive is gone. Problem solved.
www.deep-research-into-deep-state-LUSTdamagemakers-screened.jaaaa.net
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Breaking news on 22.07.2019:
J.F.Kennedy junior, who allegedly died with his wife in a plane accident in 1999, has faked his death.
He is alive. One of his cover-names is Q Anon. He is the mysterious Q force, Q with similarity to K,
Kennedy, helping his friend Donald Trump to overthrow deep state, the murderer organisation behind
the assassination of his father JFK. Trump and JFK j., a strong alliance! Our task is to form a strong
alliance in Europe. The headquarter of the murderer organisation is in Europe. The location is the BISBank in Basel, a bank of Rothschild-Rockefeller. The Rothschild- and Rockefeller-families are the kingfamilies of the Khazaria-Huns, since 1376 a kingdom without country, since then a guerrilla-nation,
spread over the world. Since 1897, starting with the Zionist-Congress in Basel, they try to conquer
Europe and make it their new homeland. Their WW2-attack on Europe failed. Hitler and Roosevelt,
their Trojan Horses, had to leave the battlefield . Hitler fled from Germany to Argentina. Roosevelt fled
from USA to hell, accompanied by the death. Later, in 1960, David Rockefeller was the king of the
Huns. At the top of the war counsil of the Huns he gave the order to assassinate J.F.Kennedy 1961. The
order was executed by a Khazarian Guerrilla-group in the CIA, led by Bush sen., later US-President.
Crazy history of the world. LUSTmurderer and LUSTdamagemaker jumps into highest power position.
JFKennedy jun. has got the murderer of his father. Bush sen., by a military tribunal condemned to
death, was executed on the electrical chair, end 2018. Secretely. Q&T (J.F Kennedy and Trump)
organized the funeral of Bush sen. as a trap for the top of deep state. They came all out of their armed
castles and were collected and arrested after the funeral. All that is recorded on video and will be
shown to the public. The MainStreamMedia, controlled by the Huns, do not report, afraid to accelerate
the collaps of their power system.
About 1960 the war counsil of the Huns under king David. Rockefeller decided to start a new attack
on Europe in 2 steps, flooding Europe in step 1 with people from Middle-East and Africa, by igniting
wars in these regions, creating war refugees. That has been going on until now, showing the brutality
of the LDM-Huns without concience, damaging Middle-East nations and Europe at the same time,
showing also the weakness of the nations of the world to counteract against this devil strategy. Until
now. But times are changing. More and more people are able to see the massmigration-strategy:

pushing by war and pulling by invitation for war refugees to Europe by 3 main political leaders of
Europe, by Merkel, Macron, Rutte, the Trojan Horses of the Huns here. More and more people are able
to see them as that, what they are really: Trojan Horses. High traitors. And LUSTdamagemakers,
directly connected with the BIS-Bank in Basel. They are labeled with this new notion, created by
science. LUSTdamagemakers and LUSTmurderers are very near to each other. In the light of the
known killer-games MH17 and earlier 9/11, these notions are producing connections in the heads of
the citizens. That has consequences. Could be, that new tests are introduced to filter out groups of
LDM-people, trying to get into power positions in parliament, in government, in economy.

What about testing person R ?
His cooperation with the cheating JIT-Commission, investigating the MH17crash, has been brought into light by videos of journalists and researchers,
but R is not impressed, stayes ruling The Netherlands. Time for a shift?

The LDM-persons Orenstein and Gerberding behind the BMR-VACCINEcrime, making millions of healthy children lost Autism-victims
Publication of the Keunig-Reich Group
Democracy with a special anti-corruption-organ

